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Expert Level

The honour goes to the specialists who have made exceptional commitments to progressing in Pediatrics and Neonatology. It is the most esteemed honour of the entire gathering and is labelled as scientific Service Achievement award. The qualification criteria for accomplishing this award is that one should have least of 20+ years of involvement with the relative field. The achiever of this award should have a devoted interest and should step up to the plate in investigating the ongoing patterns and advancements towards the related subjects. You can select meriting the honor through on the web.

Professional Level

The Award for expert or scholastic research activity gained in Pediatrics and neonatal research field in medical and health care for specialists having research information at 10+ years in the field of Neonatology with the most research achievements. It is determined beginning from the date when you got the (primary) degree qualifying you to leave on a doctorate (either in the nation where the degree was gotten or in the researcher is selected), regardless of whether a doctorate was never begun or imagined. You can name meriting the honor through on the web.to their work according to the new trends in their field.

Scholar Level

The Summit offers Scholar Level Award for the forthcoming researchers, analysts and specialists having 10+ years research involvement with the field of Pediatrics and neonatology. Our gathering might want to give best stage to extend your network by sharing your research information at Summit. Introduction incorporates 25-30 minutes of oral chat on the scientific research subjects dependent on the topic of the meeting alongside 5 minutes board discussions. You can select meriting the honor through on the web.

Women Scientist

Our Conference gives a one of a kind stage to women researchers for giving most recent research extends a top to bottom examination. We sincerely welcome women researchers from Universities/Industries to who have 10+ years of research experience to join the conference. We are glad to empower our women Scientists members through research grants and provide assistance to Women in research guidance and research advancement through our coordinated efforts. Ladies Scientist can name meriting the honor through on the web.

Outstanding Speaker

This honour perceives for person who will display their ventures, techniques, and plans that have been executed to improve long-term excellence in Pediatrics and neonatology. You can assign meriting the honor through on the web.

Best Keynote Speaker

This honour is perceives for best Keynote speaker who will exhibit their undertakings, methodologies, and plans that have been executed to improve long haul greatness in Chemistry. in the event that you were affirmed as keynote moderator from the program supervisor, you can choose somebody meriting the honor through on the web.

Best Poster Presentation

Understudy Poster Competition is sorted out at Conference, to support understudies and late graduates to introduce their unique research. All accepted abstracts will be displayed at the Poster sessions during the meeting. Conference Series targets setting a stage for all the growing researchers and scientists to display their constant work and offer their perspectives and angles identified with the subject of the gathering. You can select somebody meriting the honor through on the web.
Outstanding Thesis

This honour perceives for Masters/Ph.D./Post Doctorate theory work Presentation who will exhibit their activities and postulation that have been implemented to improve long-term excellence in the field of Pediatrics and neonatology. You can nominate meriting the honor through on the web. You can assign somebody deserving the honor through on the web.